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LUCIFER LIGHTING’s LFI BOOTH 2918 FEATURS INNOVATIVE DISPLAY

Renowned abstract artist Britt Bass Turner paints live during show
SAN ANTONIO, TX June 2014.  On the cusp of an ever-changing market, Lucifer Lighting is
thrilled to deliver its 2014 LightFair booth, one of the latest displays of the company's creativity.
Visitors can watch Brittany Bass Turner, a celebrated abstract artist from Atlanta, paint live,
evaluating how different LED sources will illuminate her work. The booth showcases new
products like the Cylinder Family, New Warm-Dim LED, and many more.

Visitors to the booth can swap through scenes alternating between three different Xicato
sources within our new DL62ZP 45° adjustable downlights that illuminate the canvases as Britt
paints, comparing color rendering properties of the Artist, Vibrant, and standard 82 CRI
modules. After reflecting on the differences in how the choice in lighting CRI and spectral power
distribution can wholly change what we see, visitors can give us their business card to take part
in a raffle to win the paintings created during the show.
About Lucifer Lighting Company
For 35 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision engineered, original lighting
solutions with a focus on leading edge technology and aesthetic appeal. Made in the USA,
Lucifer Lighting fixtures and systems are favored by architects and designers worldwide, The
company is regularly recognized for distinction, and its robust, appealing fixtures are found in
installations for five star hotels, distinguished institutions and cultural venues, high end
retailers, luxury residences, corporate headquarters and more. Installations of Lucifer Lighting
may be found in diverse venues ranging from Goldman Sachs in New York to the Penguins’
Stadium in Pittsburg, from Polo Ralph Lauren in Istanbul to Louis Vuitton Shanghai, from the
Armani Restaurant at the Burj Khalifa in Dubai to all the celebrity chef restaurants in
Singapore’s Marina Bay Sands, from Las Vegas City Center to the Abu Dhabi Financial Center,
from Windsor Castle to the White house, not to mention countless private residences.
For more information, please visit www.luciferlighting.com.
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